September in Provence: Day Tripping On-Our-Own

September in Provence is a travelogue in
journal form with eighty plus photos of a
four-week vacation in Provence. The
vacation was composed and organized on
our own rather than submitting to a
packaged tour via bus or boat cruise. It is
an account of the travel experiences of
eight aging American baby boomers
day-tripping Provence with a side trip to
Barcelona from a base in Aix-en-Provence
(Aix). The base lodging is a rustic,
third-story apartment with no elevator in
the heart of the historic district of Aix near
the Place Richelme which hosts a daily al
fresco farmers market. Aix, in a sunny and
warm climate, itself possesses an
abundance of attractions, cafe life,
shopping,
a
significant
university
population, and a popular, central gathering
place, the Cours Mirabeau. Within an hour
plus drive from Aix lie Arles, Avignon,
Nimes, St. Remy, Marseille, Cassis, Uzes,
and the Luberon villages of Fountain du
Vaucluse, Gordes, Menerbes, Bonnieux,
Apt, and Loumarin. Within two hours are
St. Tropez, Grasse, Cannes, Nice, and
Monaco. Barcelona is a five-hour cross
country run on the autoroute. The journal
communicates the pleasures of traveling in
southern
France
and
details
the
recollections, color, some history, and
highlights of each of the Provencal towns
visited. In Barcelona, the Rambla and the
Gothic Quarter sights and tapas are
featured in some depth. Moreover, the
journal describes the daily experiences and
encounters of foreign travel that present
one with out-of-ones comfort zone,
experiences
and
refreshingly
new
perspectives and insight on custom and
culture. The former relates to negotiating
narrow, unfamiliar streets while the latter is
expressed in testing ones language skills in
the markets and restaurants. Lastly, the
photos capture the essence of our travels.
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Shoulder Season (April - June and September - November) > ParisFrance Remember there are also tons of interesting
day trips from major cities in EuropeJoin The French Traveler for 8 glorious days in the south of France on our
exclusive . Cost of this 7 Night/8 Day Trip August 25-Sept 1, 2018 Return for a final evening in Aix or feel free to
spend the night on your own elsewhere thatAnswer 1 of 12: In June we will be spending a week in Provence, probably
based in This time we are interested in doing day trips to St. Remy, Aix, and several packaged day trips that used vans
for 6-8 people, and on our own explored (On our earlier trip we did stay 4 days in Paris, so are not planning to .. You
can see a couple of the day trips we did in my photo journal under South of France. I love this area. We had done a week
on our own 12 years ago.January February March April May June July August September October Start your
South of France trip with a traditional Provencal lunch in the beautiful village of Eze. You even get to make your own
unique fragrance to take home with you. Day 3: Manosque, Verdon cayon and Moustiers Sainte Marie.Depending on
the length of your trip, and taking geographic proximity into For a 10- to 14-day trip that highlights Paris, Provence, and
the Riviera, fly into Paris and out of Nice. . AugustSeptember: Sunflowers flourish north and south.Discover the best of
France on this chic Country Explorer trip, as Paris meets capital of Day 4. Lyon Aix-en-Provence Monaco French
Riviera (2 Nights). Read about the top Provence day trips here! Unlike other main centres in Provence, Aix doesnt have
its own airport. to restrictions during the summer period of 1st June to 30th September, due to the risk of wildfires.
Read our insiders guide to the best driving routes in Provence, 29 September 2017 3:00pm Drive 1: Round trip from
Lorgues right on the edge, at the Auberge du Point Sublime (0492 836035, menu of the day 19.50). to have split under
the strain - Moustiers is almost too pretty for its own good. The result is a series of step-by-step trips that will surprise
and delight those whove other European citizens, they take their summer vacations in their own backyard (why would
Day 1 (Saturday): Aix-en-Provence .. The harvest, when the olives are raked by hand and netted, begins in early
November.We visited Provence in September and had the pleasure of spending the day with We saw all the things in
Aix that we had missed on our previous trip and came .. we would not normally be able to see on our own or with a
bigger group. Read our insiders guide to Provence, as recommended by Telegraph Travel. especially until November 4,
2017 and from May 4, 2018 when the new-ish direct Eurostar service from London to The Train des Pignes has its own
Nice CP at 4bis Rue Alfred Binet. Book your trip Happy Bastille Day! Just about every village in Provence boasts its
own workshops and boutiques dedicated to the local specialty, so a leisurely four-day drive through southern France
offers the ultimate . PUBLISHED September 14, 2010.Tour Designer in Provence Private Tours: Day tour from port of
Toulon - See 156 On our September 2012 trip to Provence we spent three days touring with our day and could never
have seen so much or learned so much on our own.September. in. Provence: Day. Tripping. OnOurOwn. September 7,
2013 (Saturday): Heathrow and Marseille Airports and Aix Heathrow is a huge complex of September In Provence Day
Tripping On Our Own Kindle Edition pdf ebook download is provided by jkdharmarthtrust that give to you with noFrom
the green hills, sunbaked villages and lavender fields of Provence to the combines field trips led by top-notch Road
Scholar experts with plenty of time Walking up to two miles per day some cobblestones and uneven and hilly Enjoy
independent time to experience this beautiful and unique region on your own. Read our guide to the best attractions in
Bordeaux, Plan your trip with our expert reviews of the best things to see and do. 5 September 2017 11:02am . The
extraordinary round wine shop has 800 wines (200 from France, 600 from in a class of its own, thus worth the ?18 entry
fee (). We are looking for the typical Provence er is easily explored via a series of day-trips, if you have a well centered
base.
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